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ABSTRACT
Theories of visual attention differ in what they identify as the core unit of selection. Feature-based theories emphasize basic visual
features (e.g., color, motion), demonstrated through enhancement of attended features throughout the visual field, while objectbased theories propose that attention enhances all features belonging to the same object. These theories make distinct predictions
about the processing of features that are not attended primarily: Object-based theories predict that such secondary, task-irrelevant
features are enhanced within object boundaries, while feature-based theories predict enhancement of irrelevant features across
locations, regardless of objecthood. To test these two accounts, we had participants attend a set of colored dots among distractor
dots (moving coherently upward or downward) to detect brief luminance decreases, while simultaneously detecting speed
changes in other sets of dots in the opposite visual field. In the first experiment, we demonstrate that participants have higher
speed detection rates in the dot array that matched the motion direction of the attended color array, although motion direction was
task-irrelevant. In a second experiment, we manipulated the probability that speed changes occurred in the matching motion
direction and found that enhancement of the irrelevant motion direction persisted even when it was detrimental for task performance, suggesting that spatially global effects of feature-based attention cannot easily be flexibly adjusted. Overall, these results
indicate that features that are not primarily attended are enhanced globally, surpassing object boundaries.
Keywords Feature-based attention . Object-based attention . Visual attention . Perceptual grouping . Global feature enhancement

When confronted with a crowded visual scene, we can selectively process relevant information by attending to a particular
feature (e.g., the color red) or object (e.g., a red car moving
leftward; Carrasco, 2011; Desimone & Duncan, 1995;
Maunsell & Treue, 2006). Different theories have advanced
the importance of either basic visual features (“feature-based”
attention) or bound objects (“object-based” attention) for nonspatial selection. These theories differ in what they consider to
be the primary unit of attentional selection and propose different mechanisms for how such selection occurs.
Feature-based theories are primarily supported by the finding that attention to a feature at one location enhances
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processing of that feature throughout the visual field
(Andersen et al., 2013; Martinez-Trujillo & Treue, 2004;
Rossi & Paradiso, 1995; Sàenz et al., 2002; Wegener et al.,
2008; White & Carrasco, 2011). For example, selection of the
color red at one location enhances processing of that color
across the visual field. Neural data indicates that enhancement
of the attended feature occurs even at task-irrelevant locations
(Andersen et al., 2013; Martinez-Trujillo & Treue, 2004;
Sàenz et al., 2002; Treue & Martinez-Trujillo, 1999; Wannig
et al., 2011), and even in the absence of visual stimulation
(Serences & Boynton, 2007). This global effect of featurebased attention also has behavioral consequences, such as
higher task performance when attending to the same feature
in two locations than to opposing features (Andersen et al.,
2008; Andersen et al., 2013; Sàenz et al., 2003; Störmer &
Alvarez, 2014; Xiao et al., 2014). Similarly, attending to a
specific feature in one task (a single direction of motion or
orientation) can improve performance for matching features
on a secondary task (White & Carrasco, 2011). Other results
showed that a subthreshold motion prime improved participants’ detection of the coherent motion only when the prime
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dots’ color was the same as the color they attended elsewhere,
suggesting that attending to a feature at one location can have
secondary influences on perception of another feature at a
different location through global enhancement of the attended
feature (Melcher et al., 2005).
In contrast, object-based theories of attention state that objects are the core unit of attentional selection. Seminal studies
on object-based attention showed advantages for shifting attention within an object (an outlined rectangle) relative to between objects (two outlined rectangles), even when the spatial
distance between these attentional shifts was fixed (Egly,
Driver, & Rafal, 1994), which was interpreted as attention
spreading seemingly automatically within an object (Davis
et al., 2000; Vecera & Farah, 1994). Later studies showed that
this within-object spreading might depend on several factors,
such as the spatial and configural uncertainty about the display,
indicating that some of these object-based attention effects are
likely dependent on task context and may be better explained
with an attentional priority account, according to which under
certain conditions attention prioritizes enhancement within objects (Chen & Cave, 2019; Shomstein & Yantis, 2002, 2004;
Yeari & Goldsmith, 2010; for a recent review, see Shomstein,
2012). In all of these studies, however, object benefits are
defined as enhanced processing within an object relative to
between objects, assuming that object-benefits are
confined—at least to some degree—by object boundaries
(Baylis & Driver, 1993; Duncan, 1984; Scholl, 2001).1
Other studies of object-based attention have focused on
investigating whether attention to one feature spreads to a
“secondary” feature that is part of the same object. In particular, when objects have multiple features (e.g., an array of red
dots moving upward), selecting one feature (e.g., the color
red) can modulate processing of the second feature (e.g., upward motion). Evidence for this within-object spreading of
attention comes from single-cell recordings in primates
(Katzner et al., 2009), as well as human neuroimaging studies
(Ernst et al., 2013; O’Craven et al., 1999; Schoenfeld et al.,
2014; Schoenfeld et al., 2003). For example, it was found that
hemodynamic responses related to the motion of an attended
surface were increased even when participants were cued to
attend to color, suggesting a spread of attention from the object’s color to its motion direction (Ernst et al., 2013). In all of
these studies, the primarily attended feature is cued initially,
and participants are instructed to select that feature, while the
secondary feature is considered task irrelevant, as participants
are not cued to attend to it, nor is that secondary feature directly related to the task participants are performing. The fact
that processing of the secondary feature is nonetheless
1
Spreading of attention within an object has been shown to occur even when
object boundaries are obscured or require perceptual completion (Behrmann
et al., 1998; Davis & Driver, 1997; Moore et al., 1998) and for objects defined
by shared surface properties (Adamian et al., 2019; Ernst et al., 2012).

amplified solely through the voluntary selection of the primary feature has been taken as evidence for object-based theories
of attention. Together, these results support a view in which all
features of an object are efficiently and relatively automatically selected, while there are costs for selection beyond object
boundaries (Duncan, 1984; Scholl, 2001).
Thus, theories of object-based and feature-based attention
make distinct predictions about the processing of information
that is not selected via top-down goals. According to a strict
object-based view, attention should enhance processing of
features that are part of the same object (but not between
objects), while feature-based theories predict that features
are enhanced across locations regardless of objecthood. That
is, object-based theories imply that features of an object are
attended conjointly, while feature-based theories imply that
features are attended independently. The feature-based account has some initial empirical support from studies showing
neural enhancement of unattended features at task-irrelevant
location (Adamian et al., 2019; Bartsch et al., 2018; Boehler
et al., 2011; Lustig & Beck, 2012); however, the perceptual
consequences of this neurally assessed attentional spreading
are not known, as these studies did not measure behavioral
performance for the secondary, irrelevant features. Here, we
examined how selecting a single feature of an object (i.e., its
color) affects visual processing of a secondary feature of the
same object (i.e., its motion direction) at another location. We
find that processing of the secondary feature—that is part of
the attended multi-feature object but never cued to be
selected—is enhanced at another location. This processing
benefit for the secondary feature persists even when it is detrimental for task performance, consistent with a relatively
obligatory account of attentional spreading. We discuss these
findings in the context of object-based and feature-based theories of attention, and argue that behavioral effects of attentional spreading within objects and across locations do not
necessarily belong solely to one theory alone, as often suggested, but can provide important insights into the nature of
attentional selection when considered together.

Experiment 1
In Experiment 1, participants monitored two dot-motion displays, one in each visual hemifield, and completed separate,
independent tasks in each of them (see Fig. 1): a color selection task, in which they detected decreases in the luminance of
dots in the attended color, and a motion task, in which they
detected a speed increase in the other set of dots, regardless of
motion direction. Here, we define objects as the spatially overlapping surfaces of dots in each visual field, as in previous
research (e.g., Melcher et al., 2005; Schoenfeld et al., 2014;
Schoenfeld et al., 2003; Katzner et al., 2009). Importantly,
participants were only instructed to attend to one particular
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Fig. 1 Example of behavioral task. a Participants attended two displays,
each containing two sets of dots moving in opposite directions (as
indicated by the arrows, which were not present on the display in the
experiment; also note that the dots are larger and fewer than in the
actual experiment, and a box depicting the border of each dot display is
included for illustration purposes). On each trial, a colored square in the
center indicated which color of dots to attend to on that side of the display
(in this example, attend red) to detect a brief decrease in the dots’

luminance (middle display). Simultaneously, participants were
monitoring the noncolored (white) dots to detect a brief increase in speed
(indicated by the longer arrows in the bottom display) of either set of
white dots. b The main manipulation of interest concerned whether the
speed change matched the direction of the attended color (top display,
where both the speed change and the attended red dots were moving
downward) or did not match (bottom display). (Color figure online)

color (amongst another), and although the dots were moving
in two distinct directions, the direction of motion was irrelevant to the task. Thus, a particular color was cued at the beginning of each trial, and can thus be considered the primarily
attended feature, while motion direction was never cued or
mentioned to participants as a relevant feature, and thus served
as a secondary feature of the object. For the motion task,
participants were instructed to attend to all of the dots, regardless of their motion direction, to detect a speed increase. The
speed increase could occur with the same probability in the
dots moving in the same direction as those in the attended
color (feature “match” trials), or in the opposite direction (feature “nonmatch” trials). Thus, attending to one particular motion direction was not helpful to perform well in this task. If
attention to a particular color spreads to the motion direction
of the same dot field and subsequently across the visual field,
we expect that participants will better detect speed changes
that happen to match the direction of the attended color than
those that do not.

Note that we obtained individual target detection thresholds
prior to the experiment, but only while participants performed
one of the two tasks at a time (see Procedure). Thus, it seems as
if those five participants with poor performance had overall
difficulties in dividing attention between the two tasks in the
main experiment. The final sample (n = 15, 14 women) were
18–28 years of age (M = 20.9 ± 2.6 years). This sample size
provides 80% power to detect an effect of dz > 0.778, smaller
than previously reported for behavioral effects of feature-based
attention (Sàenz et al., 2003; White & Carrasco, 2011). All
participants provided written informed consent in accordance
with the Institutional Review Board at UC San Diego.

Method
Participants
Twenty undergraduate students (18 women) from the
University of California, San Diego, subject pool participated
for course credit. Data from five participants whose performance on one of the tasks was extremely low were excluded
from the main analysis (d' < 0.5 across all conditions in one
task; in Experiment 2, we preregistered this exclusion criteria).

Stimuli
Participants were seated with a viewing distance of approximately 57 cm from the display. Two overlapping fields of dots
(9.0° × 9.0° visual angle) were presented on a black background
and centered 6.02° either side of fixation. One comprised two
sets of colorful dots (red and green), the other comprised white
dots. Each dot field contained 200 dots (each ~0.2° diameter)
moving either upward or downward at 2.25°/s. To prevent observers from tracking single dots, each dot had a limited lifetime
and was redrawn at a new random location every 300 ms.
In one of the dot displays, half of the dots were green
[RGB: 20, 200, 20; luminance: 37.6 cd/m2], and the remaining
half were red [RGB: 200, 20, 20; luminance: 12.5 cd/m2], and
each set of colored dots moved either upward or downward
(i.e., 100% overlap between color and motion direction thus
comprising a dual-feature object). At the beginning of each
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trial, participants were cued to attend to one of the colors (red
or green) with a small color cue (a square in the color of the tobe-attended dots, 0.4° × 0.4°). This cue was presented slightly
to the left or right of fixation (by 0.4°), indicating the side of
the display that the colored dots would be presented (see Fig.
1). The color cue remained on the screen throughout each trial.
After 800 ms, the two dot displays appeared and remained on
the screen for 2 s. Dots in the attended color were always
drawn on the display first and were occluded by the unattended colored dots if they overlapped. Participants were
instructed to attend to the dots in the cued color to detect a
brief luminance decrement (300 ms). At the end of each trial,
participants had to indicate whether or not this change occurred in the attended dots. The change could occur in the
attended dots (50% of trials), the unattended dots (25%), or
neither set of dots (25%). The magnitude of the luminance
decrement was determined for each participant using an independent thresholding task (see Procedure).
In the other dot display, all of the dots were presented in the
same color (white [RGB: 200, 200, 200]); half of the dots
moved upward, and the remaining half of the dots moved
downward. Participants were instructed to identify a brief
speed increase (300 ms) that occurred on half of the trials,
and could occur in either motion direction. Importantly, half
of the time the speed change occurred in the group of dots that
were moving in the same direction as the attended colored
dots presented in the other visual half-field (hereafter referred
to as “match” trials), and the remaining half of the time the
speed change occurred in the dots moving the opposite direction as the attended colored dots (hereafter referred to
“nonmatch” trials). Just like the luminance change, the magnitude of the speed change was determined individually for
each participant using a thresholding task prior to the main
task. The luminance and speed events were determined randomly and independently in each dot display. Each event
lasted 300 ms and occurred randomly within one of three time
windows (300–700 ms; 800–1,200 ms; or 1,300–1,700 ms
after stimulus onset). If both events occurred on the same trial,
they could not occur in the same time window and it was
determined randomly which one occurred first.
Procedure
Participants first completed separate thresholding tasks for the
color and the motion task to adjust task difficulty. During the
thresholding procedure, participants were shown the same displays with two groups of overlapping dots presented left and
right of fixation (see Stimuli), but were instructed to either only
focus on the color task or the motion task. During the color
thresholding, no speed changes occurred, and vice versa. The
magnitudes of the luminance decrement (color task) and speed
increase (motion task) were varied using a staircase procedure
such that the change became smaller (less detectable) after two

consecutive hits, and larger (more detectable) after a miss. For
the color task, the luminance decrement was initially set at 40%
of the maximum luminance and was adjusted additively by 2%
each step. For the motion task, the speed increase was initially
set at 1.9× the base speed and was adjusted by 0.04 at each step.
Participants completed 64 trials of each task separately (32
target events; the color thresholding was always completed
first). Hit rates were fit with a logistic curve (guess rate = 0%)
using the Palamedes toolbox (Prins & Kingdom, 2009), and
thresholds were selected as the magnitude corresponding to
80% (color task) or 70% (motion task) hit rate. One participant
completed the color thresholding twice, and two participants
completed the motion thresholding twice, as performance was
not fit well after one run.
In the main task (see Fig. 1), participants performed the color
and motion tasks simultaneously. In particular, they were
instructed to attend to the cued colored dots in one of the dot
displays (e.g., in the right visual half-field) to detect luminance
decrements in the attended color, and at the same time monitor
for speed increases in the noncolored (i.e., white) dot display
(e.g., in the left visual half-field). A speed increase occurred on
half of the trials. Critically, participants were instructed to detect
any speed increase, regardless of the motion direction of the
dots (upward or downward). Note that this response format
does not allow us to calculate false alarms in addition to hit
rates, because participants reported only if they detected a
change in speed, not its direction. This ensured that motion
direction remained irrelevant for the motion task. At the end
of each trial, participants were prompted to first indicate whether they saw a luminance decrement of the attended colored dots
by pressing one of two keys on the keyboard (“m” for a detected change, “n” for no change) and were then asked to indicate
whether they saw a speed increase of the noncolored (white)
dots using the same keys. Participants completed 256 trials,
which consisted of two full counterbalances of display side
(color task left or right of fixation), attended color (green,
red), color direction (upward, downward), luminance change
(50% attended color, 25% unattended color, 25% no change),
speed change (50% present, 50% absent), and speed change
direction (upward, downward; also determines match or
nonmatch trials). Thus, for both tasks the correct response
was “change” on half of the trials. Match and nonmatch trials
occurred equally often, and all trial types were randomly
intermixed. Note that participants were always trained and
thresholded on the color task before the motion task. In the
main task, they also responded to events in the colored dots
first. This procedure ensured that both tasks were treated as
independent.

Results
Average accuracy was within the expected range on both the
color task (M = 73.4%, SD = 7.9) and the motion task (M =
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74.7%, SD = 7.2), and did not differ across the two tasks, t(14)
= 0.53, p = .606, dz = 0.14. Average hit and false alarm rates
for each task are presented in the Supplementary Materials.
The main question of interest was whether the detection of
speed increases in the motion task was influenced by which
groups of dots were attended in the color task. We found that
participants detected more speed changes in the group of dots
that matched the motion direction of the attended color (M =
67.2%) than in the dots that did not match the attended color (M
= 55.7%; Fig. 2), t(14) = 5.89, p < .001, dz = 1.52.2 This
indicates that when participants selected the color of the cued
dots, attention not only enhanced visual processing of the primarily attended feature (color) but also processing of the overlapping secondary feature (motion direction); critically, this enhancement of the secondary feature was not confined to the
attended group of colored dots, but instead propagated across
the visual field and also enhanced processing of motion direction of the other noncolored dot group. This suggests that
selecting a single feature can facilitate processing of secondary
features that belong to the same object across the visual field.

Experiment 2
In Experiment 2 we tested whether the global spreading of
attention to a secondary feature is sensitive to how beneficial
or detrimental it is for task performance. In Experiment 1, enhanced processing of the motion direction of the colored dots
(in addition to their color) may enable better performance in the
color task, by decreasing the similarity between targets and
distractors (Duncan & Humphreys, 1989; McLeod et al.,
1988; Wolfe et al., 1989). However, attention to motion direction is not advantageous for the motion task because the speed
change occurs equally often in each direction. There are two
explanations for spreading of attention in this context: (1)
spreading (within and between objects) is obligatory and occurs
regardless of perceptual or task demands, or (2) the spread of
attention is flexible and can be adjusted to exploit situations
when it is advantageous or avoided when it is disadvantageous.
To test this, we manipulated the frequency of trials in
which the speed change matched the direction of the attended
color. For half of the participants, 80% of the trials matched,
encouraging an “attend to direction” strategy; for the other
half of participants, 20% of the trials matched, such that a
strategy of “ignore direction” (or even “attend to opposite
direction”) would be most beneficial. If the spread of
feature-based attention can be flexibly controlled, the size of
the effect (match minus nonmatch accuracy) should be greater
when matches are more frequent and should decrease when
matches are unlikely. On the other hand, if attentional
2

When the data from excluded participants were included, this effect was
smaller, but still present, t(19) = 3.76, p = .001, dz = 0.84.

Fig. 2 Mean hit rates for speed change detection in Experiment 1. Gray
points and lines correspond to individual participants, while the overlaid
black line is the group mean with 95% within-subjects confidence
intervals

spreading cannot be adjusted flexibly, the two groups should
show an equivalent effect.

Method
Participants
We registered the predictions and analysis of this experiment on
AsPredicted (https://aspredicted.org/xb8nn.pdf) and planned to
run 48 participants after exclusions in two experimental
conditions (24 per group). This sample size provides 80%
power to detect a difference between the groups of at least ds
> 0.83 (which corresponds approximately to a reduction in one
group by 50% of the effect observed in Experiment 1). Fifty-six
undergraduate students participated in Experiment 2 for course
credit. Eight participants were excluded with d' < 0.5 across all
conditions on one of the tasks. The remaining 48 participants
(38 women) were randomly assigned to the high (80%) or low
(20%) match condition. The final sample of participants were
between 18–23 years of age (M = 20.0 ± 1.3 years) and had
normal or corrected-to-normal vision.
Procedure
The procedure and stimulus details were identical to
Experiment 1, with the exception that we manipulated the
frequency of trials in which the speed change matched the
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motion direction of the attended color. For half of the participants, 80% of the trials were match trials, encouraging an
“attend to motion direction” strategy; for the other half of
participants, 20% of the trials were match trials, such that a
strategy of “ignore motion direction” (or even “attend to opposite direction”) would be most beneficial. To avoid making
motion direction explicitly task relevant, we did not instruct
participants about this manipulation.
Participants completed 320 trials consisting of one full
counterbalance of display side (color task left or right of fixation), attended color (green, red), color direction (upward,
downward), luminance change (50% attended color, 25% unattended color, 25% no change), speed change (present, absent), and speed change direction (match to attended color, or
nonmatch; 4-to-1 ratio dependent on condition). Just like in
Experiment 1, participants’ individual luminance and speed
change thresholds were obtained prior to the main experiment.
Out of the 48 participants included in the final analysis, 14
completed more than one run of thresholding before fits were
acceptable (eight motion, five color, one both motion and
color).

Results
The two groups did not differ in terms of their overall thresholds and performance, which we report in detail in the
Supplementary Materials.
To assess whether participants could flexibly adjust the
amount of spreading depending on the percentage of match/
nonmatch trials, we conducted a 2 (trial type: match,
nonmatch) × 2 (group: 20% or 80% matches) analysis of
variance (ANOVA) on hit rates in the motion task. There
was a main effect of trial type (match vs. nonmatch), F(1,
46) = 18.21, p < .001, η2p = 0.284, replicating the main finding
of Experiment 1 across the two groups on average. There was
no main effect of group, F(1, 46) = 0.38, p = .543, η2p = 0.008,
and crucially no Group × Trial Type interaction, F(1, 46) =
0.41, p = .527, η2p = 0.009, revealing that the two groups did
not differ in detection rates of the speed changes on match and
nonmatch trials (see Fig. 3). In each group, there was an advantage in detecting speed changes when they matched the
direction of the attended colored dots (M20% = 5.6%), t(23)
= 2.68, p = .014, dz = 0.55; (M80% = 7.5%), t(23) = 3.34, p =
.003, dz = 0.68. Thus, even when the task was designed so that
spreading of feature-based attention from color to motion direction would be more or less advantageous, the magnitude of
the behavioral effect was unaffected.

Discussion
We assessed whether the enhancement of a secondary feature
that overlaps spatially with an attended feature (and thus

presumably belongs to the same object) results in spatially
global facilitation of that feature. Participants performed a
color-based selective attention task on a dot array on one side
of the visual field, while at the same time monitoring for speed
increases in separate dot arrays on the other side of the visual
field.
Participants better detected speed changes in the dot array
that matched the motion direction of the attended color array
at the other location (i.e., opposite hemifield). Importantly,
this was the case although motion direction was irrelevant to
both tasks and never cued directly. We show that attentional
enhancement of the secondary feature was not confined to the
attended object, but that it was enhanced throughout the visual
field.
How is processing of the secondary feature (motion direction) enhanced, given that participants were never cued to
directly select it? Presumably, enhancement of the cued feature (color) occurred quickly and in a directed or voluntary
manner, and only subsequently spread to the secondary feature (motion direction), likely in an incidental way, as many
previous studies have shown (Ernst et al., 2013; O’Craven
et al., 1999; Schoenfeld et al., 2014; Schoenfeld et al.,
2003). One general concern that pertains to all studies using
this sort of design to investigate attentional spreading to a
secondary feature is that, in principle, participants could attend
to the secondary feature—in our case motion direction—voluntarily. We think this is unlikely for several reasons. First, the
color cue appeared prior to the onset of the dot array, enabling
participants to bias visual processing towards the target color
in advance. In contrast, motion direction was randomly
assigned to one of the colors on a trial-by-trial basis, and so
participants were not able to select the relevant motion direction before the trial began, so color selection had to precede
motion selection. Second, participants were asked to detect a
change in dots closely related to color (luminance decrement),
rather than motion. Third, the target speed change in the
secondary task could occur in either motion direction
(Experiment 1) or even more often in the opposite motion
direction (Experiment 2), discouraging participants from paying attention to motion direction. Thus, we believe that our
task design allows a distinction in how the processing of color
and motion direction was enhanced.
Our findings are broadly consistent with studies demonstrating that feature-based attention increases neural responses
to features at irrelevant locations (Bartsch et al., 2018; Boehler
et al., 2011; Katzner et al., 2009; Lustig & Beck, 2012), and
behavioral studies reporting that aftereffects (Arman et al.,
2006; Liu & Hou, 2011; Sohn et al., 2005) and priming
(Melcher et al., 2005) are affected by feature-based attentional
spreading. Here, we demonstrate that even when a feature is
never cued to be selected, but is part of a multifeature object
that comprises an attended feature, attention spreads to the
secondary feature across the visual field, seemingly crossing
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Fig. 3 Mean hit rate for speed changes in Experiment 2. In the left panel,
gray points and lines correspond to individual participants, while the
overlaid black line is the group mean. In the right panel, group means

are plotted separately. Error bars are 95% within-subjects confidence
intervals for each condition

object boundaries. Our findings suggest that attention is not
confined to the attended object as often discussed in the literature on object-based attention (Adamian et al., 2019; Boehler
et al., 2013; Egly et al., 1994; Lustig & Beck, 2012; Scholl,
2001), but instead spreads throughout feature maps, regardless
of what objects these features belong to. These findings can be
understood as a combination of object-based (i.e., within-object) and feature-based (i.e., across-object) spreading of attention. However, we believe that feature-based theories alone
may be able to explain these effects. For example, consistent
with the “feature-similarity gain hypothesis” (MartinezTrujillo & Treue, 2004; Maunsell & Treue, 2006; Treue &
Martinez-Trujillo, 1999), neurons tuned to an irrelevant feature might be enhanced as a result of their shared spatial receptive field with the attended, currently behaviorally relevant
feature. Specifically, at a local scale, the attended colored dots
overlapped spatially with one particular motion direction (e.g.,
upward motion) in our tasks. Thus, it could be the case that the
attended feature (color) is linked with the task-irrelevant feature (motion direction) through these small shared receptive
fields. Under this framework, the spreading of attention from
one feature to the other could be accounted for by attention at
the level of independent features, with no additional assumptions about objects needed (Schoenfeld et al., 2014). Of
course, such enhancement would not necessarily occur for
every overlapping feature; attentional prioritization, for example, likely limits the spreading of attention between features
(i.e., spreading would not occur from the unattended color to
its concurrent motion direction). However, behaviorally, we
cannot separate attention to each distinct feature, and so further evidence, assessing attentional modulation of multiple
features independently (e.g., electrophysiological recordings;
Andersen et al., 2015; Bartsch et al., 2018; Painter et al., 2014;
Störmer & Alvarez, 2014) is necessary to test this hypothesis.

Such studies using neural measures could also test whether
attentional spreading across separate objects occurs when the
second object (e.g., white moving dots) is entirely task irrelevant and participants do not attend to it at all.
The present finding raises important questions about how
this spreading is modulated by other task factors, such as the
perceptual similarity between dot fields, perceived
objecthood, or top-down control. Both feature-based
(Martinez-Trujillo & Treue, 2004) and object-based
(Shomstein & Berhmann, 2008) selection are known to be
modulated by the similarity across features/objects, but it is
an open question whether this spreading occurs across all
shared features or only those that have some form of perceptual grouping (e.g., common fate through motion). However,
because attentional spreading relies on different sets of objects
with shared features, grouping by similar features likely contributes to the overall effect. This explanation would predict
that the size of the observed effect should decrease as the
number of shared features between different objects decreases
(if the dots in the two tasks were different shapes; e.g., circles
and triangles), the extent of which will be important for understanding the nature of attentional spreading in real-world
situations. Additionally, such manipulations may provide further insights into the relationship between perceptual grouping, and feature-based and object-based attentional selection.
Furthermore, apparent objecthood may potentially limit the
extent of location spreading. In our task, objects were separated spatially, but other studies have used boundary boxes to
manipulate perceived objecthood (e.g., Egly et al., 1994).
Interestingly, feature spreading of directly attended features
appears to occur robustly regardless of such boundary boxes
(Xiao et al., 2014), in general agreement with the dominance
of feature-based attentional spreading. Finally, while we show
that attentional spreading persists even when it is detrimental
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to task performance (Experiment 2), consistent with an obligatory account of attentional spreading, it could still be the case
that in other task contexts participants can exert some control
over the spreading to other locations (for example, if informed
verbally about the probabilities). This would be an interesting
future study to inform the debate on object-based and featurebased attention, as many feature-based studies have claimed
obligatory spreading across locations (Andersen et al., 2013;
Serences & Boynton, 2007), while spreading of attention
within an object has been argued to be under some strategic
control (Shomstein, 2012).
Overall, our findings suggest that attentional enhancement
is not confined to features belonging to the same object, but
can spread to features at another location. This suggests that
attention is not confined by objecthood, but that features play
an important role in selection independently of the objects
they constitute. Critically, these features do not need to be
attended primarily, but can simply “tag along” an attended
feature (by being part of the same object or perceptual group)
to receive a global boost in visual processing. Such spreading
of feature-based attention to currently task-irrelevant features
may increase sensitivity to features that will potentially become relevant in the near future.
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